Brda • Soča Valley • Vipava Valley • Karst and Coastal region • Friuli - Venezia Giulia

Welcome to Brda, the land of fine wines,
delicious fruits, beautiful views
and rich cultural heritage

Day trips around Brda

01. Wine and gastronomy

Gonjače – Šmartno – Dobrovo – Medana
The trip starts at the lookout tower in Gonjače that fascinates with marvelous views over
hilly Brda landscape all the way to the Adriatic Sea. A walk through the picturesque village
of Šmartno takes us back into days when the village was an important military fort on the
Austrian-Venetian border. Tasting of home cured ham and other local delicacies with a
glass of Rebula wine, the indigenous wine of Goriska Brda area. Visit of the Renaissance castle
in Dobrovo with an exhibition of the world famous painter Zoran Music. The last owner
of the castle was Count Silverio de Baguer, a Spanish diplomat. A short walk to one of the
largest wine cellars in Slovenia. Guided tour with wine tasting.

02. The land of white churches
and beautiful views

Kojsko – Šmartno – Gradno – Vrhovlje pri Kožbani – Golo Brdo
Short walk to the Church of the Holy Cross in Tabor with one of the oldest Gothic altars in
Slovenia from 1515. We continue towards the medieval village of Šmartno with the majestic
Church of St. Martin, where you can find the frescoes painted by Slovene artist Tone Kralj. The
village offers spectacular views of the surrounding hills, scattered by villages and white churches.
We pass the oldest olive grove in Brda and reach the Church of St. George where Stations of the
Cross were painted by a world-renowned painter Zoran Mušič and part of the painting is the work
of artist Lojze Spacal. Another attraction are frescoes from the 15th century with the images of
angels with various instruments in the Church of Saint Andrew. Lunch on the Tourist Farmstead.

03. Passing through the Peace Park to the

valley of stream Kožbanjšček
Sabotin – Vedrijan – Gradno – Krčnik

The trip starts on the hill of Sabotin (609 m), known for its marvelous views and certainly
worth a visit. Memorial open-air park commemorates the First World War, when Sabotin was
a scene of fighting between the Austrian – Hungarian and Italian armies. We visit the small
museum and explore the underground system of caverns dug by soldiers. Descending through
the hilly landscape we pass the oldest olive grove in Brda and taste olive oil. We continue to
the West of Brda, which have a completely different character. Here we enter the valley of the
stream Kožbanjšček and explore its natural treasures: picturesque gorge and natural bridge,
which ranks as one of the most beautiful ones in Slovenia. Late lunch with seasonal dishes.

Guided hiking trips

01. A lpe Adria Trail - over undulating
hills of Brda to Cormons (Collio)

Dobrovo – Šmartno – Kozana – Medana – Krmin
We visit the late Renaissance castle in Dobrovo. We proceed on foot along the valley and
climb to the lookout tower in Gonjače, which offers a unique view over the wine region
of Brda. Through the vineyards we reach the medieval village of Šmartno, surrounded by
walls with towers. Here you can taste a home cured ham and other homemade delicacies.
We continue towards the village Kozana. Through the vineyards, orchards and olive groves we
reach Medana, one of the most famous villages of Brda. Short rest to enjoy the last panoramic
views before continuing until Cormons, the heart of the wine region Collio.
Wine tasting with refreshment.

Guided cycling trips

01. The Emerald Valley of the Soca River
with the mountain ridge Kolovrat

Kobarid – Kolovrat – Brda
In Kobarid we visit the museum of the WW1, which illustrates some events from the Isonzo
front. We drive to the ridge of Kolovrat (1243m), renowned for its panoramic views. There
we visit the outdoor museum, where used to be the third line of the Italian defense. Descend
towards Brda on bike. In Vrhovlje village we enter the wine region of Brda and are presented by
the spectacular views of the hilly landscape. We climb to the outlook tower and continue
to the nearby village of Šmartno, which ranks as one of the most beautiful cultural
monuments in Slovenia. Local delicacies lunch with a glass of Rebula wine,
the indigenous wine of Goriska Brda.

Day trips around the area

01. Trieste, the capital of coffee

Duino – Trieste – Sistiana – Rilke Trail
We reach the city of Trieste, the main port of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire. After visiting
the Basilica of San Giusto we follow the path along the ancient monuments, which takes us into
the heart of the old town. We pass the Roman Theatre to reach the Piazza Unità. The main
square faces the Adriatic Sea and is one of the most beautiful squares in Europe. Surrounded
by magnificent palaces we have a taste of the original Trieste coffee in one of the oldest
coffee shops. We continue by tramway uphill to reach the Karst Plateau. We stop at the local
winemaker’s cellar. Tasting of indigenous wine varieties, such as Vitovska and Teran. We
continue to Sistiana and have a walk along the Rilke trail, following the top of the cliff and
enjoying a scenic view of the gulf of Trieste.

02. Cividale del Friuli, the ancient

Lombard town

Cividale del Friuli – Castelmonte – Colli Orientali
We cross the Devil’s Bridge, one of the symbols of Cividale del Friuli, and reach the center of
Cividale, former Roman Forum. We visit the famous Lombard temple from the 8th century,
listed on the World Heritage List of UNESCO. In the Christian museum we admire the pearls
of the Lombard sculpture. Than we descend into the Celtic underworld, unexplainable
mysterious place built in the rocky bank of the river Natisone. On the Paul Deacon square
we admire beautiful painted facades of houses and proceed for the Sanctuary Castelmonte,
the oldest of the Friuli. Tasting of the“schiopettino”, local wine.

Visit also Venice (unesco), Aquileia (unesco), Grado, ...

03. Mysterious karst
Pliskovica – Pliska Trail – Štanjel
In Pliskovica on Karst Plateau we visit more than 400 years old Karst homestead. The
local guide takes us along Pliska trail, where we learn about life and work of the people
living in the Karst, as well as natural and cultural attractions of the Karst. We visit
the stonecutter, who still maintains the tradition of stone processing. We stop on the tourist
farmstead where we taste some typical karst delicacies with a glass of Teran wine, the
indigenous wine of this area. We also visit the pearl of the Karst stone villages, Štanjel
village. Visit of the gallery of the world famous artist Lojze Spacal and Ferrari gardens.

Visit also Ljubljana, Piran, Bled, Bovec, ...
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